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Shhh … listen to smooth,
quiet power in action!
The smooth. quiet YT660E is feature-packed for such a compact
machine and efficiency is the key to its amazing snow clearing
performance. A heavy duty serrated auger breaks into the snow,
ready for the fast-spinning impeller to throw the snow fully 14
metres from its electrically adjustable metal chute.

The Hydrostatic Transmission is simple to control in Forward or
Reverse and track speed is adjusted by a single lever, without
affecting impeller rotation speed or the discharge distance. The
high-grip rubber tracks provide solid traction on any terrain.

Powering this compact all-round snow thrower is Yamaha's
reliable 4-stroke OHV engine with its convenient electric start.

Powerful Yamaha 4-stroke engine and
electric start

Hydrostatic Transmission (HST) - a joy
to drive

Powerful 2-stage blower - throws
snow 14 metres!

Wide (61cm) snow clearing
performance

Tough rubber track drive - great grip
and traction

Easy control of chute rotation -
electric powered

Mechanically adjustable chute angle

Heavy duty serrated steel auger - for
tough jobs

3-step auger height adjustment system

Adjustable 'Snow Jaw' scraper

Heavy duty auger gear case - for long
service

Handy work light on control bar - a
bright idea!
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Now the snow falls
where you want it

to!

Every Yamaha machine, from motorcycle to
outboard to snowmobile, is designed and engineered
to make your life more relaxing and enjoyable - and
in the case of our snow throwers, to turn a chore
into a pleasure! For over 30 years, we've been
meeting the needs of consumers and professionals
by constantly introducing the very latest
technologies and innovative features into our line-
up.

Now, our snow throwers will cut you wider paths,
throw your snow further and more accurately - and
do it with a smooth, quiet easy-going efficiency that
will surprise and delight you.

So when the snow comes, Yamaha is there to help
you move it to where you want it.
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Yamaha 4-Stroke OHV engine with electric start
With the YT660E you can simply turn the key, relax and enjoy the
smooth, quiet, reassuring power of the efficient and reliable Yamaha 4-
stroke OHV engine This durable, well proven 175cc air cooled unit
provides plenty of torque and snow-throwing power, but also delivers
excellent fuel economy, running on regular fuel (OCT95).

Hydrostatic Transmission (HST)
Our durable hydrostatic transmission system offers more precise speed
control as well as smoother shifts between Forward and Reverse - with the
use of a single lever. So you can change speed or stop without disengaging
the tracks or affecting the speed of the impeller - or the remarkable
distance (up to 14 metres) you are throwing that snow!

Powerful dual-stage auger/impeller system
The dual-stage auger and impeller system is designed to withstand the
harshest winter conditions. The heavy-duty steel auger cuts a very wide path
(61cm) and has a serrated cutting edge that breaks up even icy, hard-packed
snow - ready for the high-speed impeller to propel it through the chute and
throw it up to 14 metres away.

Tough rubber track drive system
No slipping, no sliding - just great control. The rubber tracks are pliable, with
large cleats for added grip when manoeuvring in difficult conditions. They
provide good traction, even on steep driveways - and you can even expect this
machine to climb steps when necessary. The system works in perfect harmony
with the hydrostatic transmission.

Simple adjustment and easy-to-use controls
Convenience is designed into the YT660E. The rotation of the chute is
electrically powered and the chute angle is simply adjusted by a lever on the
control bar. The interlock lever for auger and drive engagement only requires
one-handed operation, leaving the other hand free to adjust speed or chute
position on the fly.

Mechanical auger tilt system
The tough, steel auger of the YT660E has a 3-position mechanical tilt system,
including a very helpful 'float' setting that allows the machine to adapt to the
snow conditions by following the ground contours. Adjustment is simple and
quick, using the conveniently placed foot lever.
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Engine
Model MZ175E

Engine type Single cylinder, 4-stroke, air-cooled, OHV

Displacement 171cc

Maximum power 4.4 kw ( 6.0 ps )

Starter system Electric 12VDC battery type (std), manual recoil (with auto decompressor)

Ignition system TCI

Recommended fuel Unleaded Regular Gasoline

Capacity
Clearing width 615 mm

Housing height 440 mm

Snow clearing capacity 35 tons/hr

Maximum snow throwing distance 14 m

Drive system
Axle Rubber track

Transmission system Hydrostatic

Speeds Infinitely variable

Ground speed forward 0 - 3.2 km/h

Ground speed reverse 0 - 2.4 km/h

Auger system
Auger type Dual stage

Diameter 310 mm

Drive Belt

Height adjustment Mechanical 3 positions

Chute control
Rotation Electric

Deflection Manual (remote lever)

Turning radius 230 º

Chute material Steel

Dimensions
Fuel tank capacity 4.5 litres

Engine oil capacity 0.6 litres

Wet weight (including full oil and
fuel tank)

102 kg

Overall length x width x height 1,464 mm x 615 mm x  1,060 mm
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The Yamaha Chain of Quality
Yamaha technicians are fully trained and equipped to offer the best service and advice for your Yamaha

product. For this reason, Yamaha strongly recommends visiting an official Yamaha dealer for all your

service requirements.

Yamaha Genuine Parts & Accessories are especially developed, designed and tested for our Yamaha

product range. Yamaha also recommends the use of Yamalube®, our own range of high-tech lubricants

- the lifeblood of Yamaha engines. They are developed to carry on working effectively, no matter where

you work or play.

Besides functional and style accessories, Yamaha offers a range of high quality, innovative riding gear

designed to keep you comfortable and protected. An extensive range of casual wear is also available. For

more information go to:

www.yamaha-motor-acc.com
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